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 Resource Consultants, Inc.     

1405 4th Avenue NW #333, Ardmore, OK 73401 
Toll free 800-494-4149   480-820-5877      www.BuySilverNow.com 

 
 

Dear Friends                                                                                                                           July 2020 
 
 

 
 
 
Independence day was  last Saturday.  We hope that you enjoyed  some form of celebration 
of this great nation and while staying safe and healthy.  We realize that this year is not even 
remotely what any of us are used to and that it can be a challenge to make a way to 
celebrate much of anything right now.  
 
Our family is fortunate to live in an area where we were able to enjoy beautiful fireworks 
from every side of our home. It was truly wonderful  to see that in spite the unrest that the 
media likes to highlight, here at least, our neighbors still celebrate the birth of our great 
nation.   
 
It is our hope that in some way, most of us still pull up from deep inside a gratitude for and 
reason to love life and country and independence.  We have included this link with a short 
explanation of some of what the 4th of July is all about.  
 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWv5VZWlwRQ 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.buysilvernow.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWv5VZWlwRQ
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Picture of a Platinum Nugget  

 
Platinum is 30 times more rare than gold and at this time the ratio is totally out of 
whack.  We now have 1oz Platinum available at less than half the price of a 1oz Gold 
Coin!   If you have never owned platinum, this could be the best opportunity to come 
along in a very long time to do so!  
 
Platinum continues to be tremendously undervalued compared to gold.  It remains 
available for prompt shipping. We offered the 2020 one ounce Platinum Eagle a few 
weeks ago and the demand was tremendous.  Items do sometimes run out quickly call 
for the best prices and availability. 800-494-4149   
 
Some of you have asked what Platinum is used for. Right behind Gold and Silver, 
Platinum is the third most-traded precious metal on earth.  Some of Platinum’s uses 
are in catalytic converters which are necessary to convert 90% of the pollutants 
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons into carbon dioxide and water vapor.  
 
Platinum has a remarkable resistance to corrosion even at high temperatures and is 
one of the least reactive metals. Its beauty and resistance to wear and tarnish have 
made it a popular choice in fine jewelry production.  
 
Platinum wire is used in laboratories for electrodes and because of the metal’s 
chemical inertness upon heating to high temperatures, up to 1000 Celsius~1832 
Fahrenheit; it meets with the stringent requirements in thermogravimetric analysis.  
 
Platinum is also industrially as a key component in  hard disks, glass manufacturing, 
silicones, dentistry, home safety devices and the manufacturing of fertilizer 
ingredients.    
 
You might not be aware of this either, but Platinum is used in the medical field for 
such devices as electrodes, pacemakers, implantable defibrillators and 
electrophysiology catheters.  It has also become discovered that Platinum has the 
ability to inhibit the division of living cells, which has led to the use now of platinum 
in anti-cancer drugs.  
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Because of its rarity as a precious metal, it has been associated with wealth and 
exclusivity. You can see an example by just looking at credit cards or awards.  Which 
comes with the most benefit or prestige   the platinum or the gold card or medal? 
 
We believe that Platinum should have a place in most everyone’s portfolio. It is 
especially attractive at the current low cost and availability!   Call now to get yours!  
 

800-494-4149  
 
 

SILVER 
 

As we write this letter silver spot has bumped up .57 to 18.24 per ounce. It appears 
the metals are finally busting loose. Yes, there is a very real probability that the value 
of silver will continue to rise very substantially. Precious metals, particularly Gold 
and silver have been known to be the ultimate form of money.  These metals have 
served as money for thousands of years.  Unlike most other investments, you don’t 
need another party to make good on physical precious metals.  Silver does not a have 
history of being defaulted on.  
 
Did you know that Silver is has antimicrobial properties?  The use of Silver for the 
treatment of wounds dates back to at least  4000 B.C.  Prior to the advent of 
antibiotics, Silver was used in the treatment of burns, infected wounds and 
ulcerations.  Silver Dollars were often placed on solders wounds in the battle field to 
help prevent infections.  You’ve probably heard the term “Born with a Silver Spoon in 
her mouth”.  This was because those who ate from a silver spoon were believed to 
have fewer sicknesses.   The luxury financial and lifestyle Management group Insignia 
now has a silver-coated credit card that kills almost 99.9 percent of the germs that 
could be transferred via use.  This, they hoped would cut down the transmission of 
bacteria which could increase because of the increased use of cards during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
Silver is affordable. The silver to gold ratio is over 90 to one right now.  There are 
very few people who can’t afford a few ounces of silver.   In fact, one ounce of silver 
costs less than most lunches or coffee with friends.  If it’s a priority, a nice Silver 
portfolio can be built up over a relatively short period of time.  The key is getting 
started.  There have been many clients who have thanked us for helping them build 
up their silver ownership to where they have now been able to sell some back at a 
very nice profit even with today’s low prices.  
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    When the metals markets peak you might not want or need to liquidate a full ounce 
of gold and silver provides a way to only trade in what is wanted or needed without 
taking too much out of your collection.  Silver comes in many forms. We like 1oz to 
100oz bars as well as one ounce silver rounds and coins.  Pre 1965 U.S. silver 90% 
silver coins are another very popular item among silver investors and offer the 
opportunity to hold physical silver in some of its smallest forms.  
 
It can be fun collecting rolls of silver coins and rounds or bars from various mints too.  
We would be happy to help you put together a set of 5 or more rolls of coins from 
around the world!    
 

 
 
 

 
 
While there are certainly many buying silver in very large quantities now, don’t let 
that intimidate you from getting started.  Some of our clients have gotten together 
with or created small investment clubs in their churches or neighborhoods and 
placed orders where they have collect the funds and purchase one large order which 
they divvy up between the members once the shipment is received.  This enables 
those who might not feel comfortable enough to call to place a very small order on 
their own to join with some friends or family  and get just what their budget might 
allow to get started.  Also by placing an order for 300oz or more, they can have the 
benefit of free shipping.  
   
We like to equate Gold to a precious metals savings account.  Something you put away 
for the big needs.  Likewise, it could be helpful to think of silver as your precious 
metals checking account.  You could some of it one day for the small day to day things 
that need taking care of without having to liquidate your highest value pieces.  

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=hq0KXAXY&id=F5F9D7E002E197B10036E4A224E2ABAC7BB48928&thid=OIP.hq0KXAXY640UCYSijX3dPgHaFj&mediaurl=http://i.ebayimg.com/images/i/131475757041-0-1/s-l1000.jpg&exph=480&expw=640&q=image+90%+silver+bags&simid=608035178316564034&selectedIndex=23&qpvt=image+90%+silver+bags
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=w8rpYWVA&id=3381C6147DA4CB7A6466663EE510AA9925AC08CD&thid=OIP.w8rpYWVAqIroQJDm4fp21gHaHa&mediaurl=https://cdn-3b20.kxcdn.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/e4d92e6aceaad517e7b5c12e0dc06587/m/o/monster_box-min_29.jpg&exph=900&expw=900&q=Image+Silver+Britannia+Coin&simid=608043901402285041&selectedIndex=91
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None of us have experienced a year even closely resembling this 2020 we are in the 
middle of.  The virus has not been defeated yet and the economy has taken a beating 
that might take decades to recover from.  Over 47 MILLION have applied for 
unemployment benefits in the United States.  Free money to the tune of $1,200 per 
person and some to those who are no longer living is a delight for most to receive but, 
who will ultimately foot the bill for this money the Internal Revenue Service is 
printing?  Remember, the government only gets its money from those it governs.  It 
will in some way eventually come time to pay the piper, and that usually comes in the 
form of higher taxes, less freedom and more manipulation. The Feds don’t do 
anything that is not for their benefit in the long run.  The worse things get, the more 
they profit in the long run. We urge all of you to keep at least a small portion of your 
portfolio in the form of tangible precious metals rather just than paper fiat moneys or 
stocks.  

 
 

 
GOLD ~ CATEGORY ONE 

INSURANCE 
 

  

      
 

 
 

Gold futures were up July 6,2020 despite equities rally.  Some investors also took profits 
after gold settlrd above $1,800 per oz. last week for the first time since 2011 and posted the 
best quarter since 2016.  
 
One ounce Gold bullion Coins and Bars are still the favorite for most who are serious about 
protecting their wealth and buying power against whatever might  be coming around the 
bend in the financial world’s economic future.   The premiums are low and most items are 
readily available. Also, most of the bullion items can be part of your Precious Metaals IRA 
account if you choose.  

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=CsjFJTR4&id=4B40FD8E1219B8846B0CBCE268DF4622C267C29E&thid=OIP.CsjFJTR4KPwpDPuNb1_TPQHaGe&mediaurl=https://catalog.usmint.gov/on/demandware.static/-/Sites-usm-master-catalog-us/default/dw599ed35a/images/hi-res/coin-programs/American-Eagle/17ef_b.jpg&exph=875&expw=1000&q=image+gold+eagle+coin&simid=608022357860549745&selectedIndex=136
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=W8bVApjq&id=27A00075F2CD5B936467B5D12BADFF8CF9913A85&thid=OIP.W8bVApjqDLhIV6m8iUWO0gHaHa&mediaurl=https://media.atkinsonsbullion.com/AtkinsonsBullion/media/product/aubun14585/aubun14585_1.png&exph=900&expw=900&q=image+1+oz+gold+britannia+coin&simid=608026674242390093&selectedIndex=75
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=mqvu1xbb&id=98E1F607CE5F42805ABF421DA1263794B2706791&thid=OIP.mqvu1xbb2hC3NkdcVMJsJQHaHa&mediaurl=https://www.swissbullion.ch/uploads/products/images/5c082cf382c12-tube-of-10-x-1-oz-2019-gold-philharmonics.jpg&exph=900&expw=900&q=image+1+oz+gold+philharmonic&simid=608027936960939017&selectedIndex=30&qpvt=image+1+oz+gold+philharmonic
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=GgVqZXGn&id=E8594223CFACA23E352662E2B7CA196F2E6EAF9E&thid=OIP.GgVqZXGnfmTwx4R9oFXyBwHaHa&mediaurl=https://d1rcylxe0mqwrt.cloudfront.net/cdn-1537997109859/media/catalog/product/cache/2/image/512x512/9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/p/r/prod-BRITSOVS-british-sovereign-gold-coin-650x650.jpg.jpg&exph=512&expw=512&q=image+u.s.+gold+coins&simid=607994577990322589&selectedIndex=116
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The Chart below is from Rogue Econimics July 3,2020. The article sugested that now is one 

of those rare times when you want to be out of stocks and in gold. 

 
“The next extreme (a low) will occur soon – probably in the next five to 10 years. And that will 

be the time to rotate from gold to stocks. 
 

Going back to our simple strategy… 
 

The first quadruple comes when the Dow-to-Gold ratio falls below 5. (That’s the ratio’s 
“rendezvous with destiny,” as Bill Bonner calls it.) 

 
The second quadruple comes from buying the world’s best dividend-raising stocks at low 

valuations… and then compounding growing dividends for another 10 years. 
 

In the meantime, I’m going fishing.”   
 

– Tom Dyson     (Rouge Economics) 
 

Pick up as many ounces of real money as you can and build your hedge against inflation.  
Most gold coins are available in rolls of 5-20 ounces and can also be purchased individually. 
Another bonus is most bullion can also be added to your IRA .   
 
We are half way through the year already! Remember to start your holiday before the last 
minute!  Precious metals are a cherished gift for any occasion!  
 
United States pre 1933 gold coins value are based on the coin’s gold content as well as it’s 
condition and its rarity. Long cherished by both collectors as well as astute investors as a 
store of wealth, these coins coins are available for close to bullion prices for the circulated 
pieces and are also a wonderful addition to a portfolio in verious dates and  grades of Mint 
State conditions which are graded by PCGS or NGC. Our prices are usually much better 
than our competition.  
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If you are waiting for a lower population coin to add to your portfolio , wait no longer!  We 
have aquired a few 1901-P $20 Gold Liberty coins. The mintage is just 11,430 compare this 
with the 1904-P which has a mintage of 6,256,699 !  NGC has only graded 2316 as MS63 
where the 1904-P has 65,128 graded this Mint state.   
 

 
 

 Enlarged to show detail. The coins we are offering are in NGC holders Mint State 63  
Call for current price and availability.  800-494-4149 
 

  
 
 

Remember, our newsletter is free and to receive you or your referral only need to go to our 
website www.buysilvernow.com and subscribe!    

 Call Resource Consultants, Inc.  800-494-4149  to speak with one of us or to place an order.  
We are also here to help you liquidate when the time comes if you should choose to do so.  

 
We hope you will share this letter with your friends, they can subscribe at 
www.buysilvernow.com . Also, you can find us on Face Book:  Resource Consultants, Inc.  
Please “like” and share our page!  
 
We also are thrilled that you continue to send us referrals every day. We really 
appreciate it!  In fact, we would like to thank you with a gift of silver.  Some years 
back, we offered sterling silver money clips with 1oz Silver Eagles inserted around 
Christmas time as gift ideas.  We still have about 50 stored  away and decided that 
instead of changing out the year, we would give these to any client who refers 
someone to us who becomes a new client of ours in the month of May and places a 
minimum $5000 order.  If the coins in the money clips have become toned over the  
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years they can be cleaned with silver cleaner.  We do not clean coins and the patina 
can be quite beautiful too. However, since a money clip is essentially a piece of 
jewelry, you will not make it worth less by polishing it. 
 
Thank you for your friendship, your referrals and your business.  
 

 
Linda Gorman and the RCI family 
Resource Consultants, Inc. 
800-494-4149  
www.buysilvernow.com  


